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Selections Pick-4 Ticket
1 7-5-4 4 4-3-8 7 7-4-8 Race 5:  1, 3, 8 

Race 6:  2, 5 
Race 7:  4, 7 
Race 8:  1, 7 

Total Stake:  $24

2 1-5-3 5 8-3-1 8 1-7-4

3 2-1-5 6 5-2-8

A Closer Look
This section features more in-depth analysis on selected events from each card of racing at 
Northville Downs, with something for the novice player and seasoned handicapper alike.

Race 1 Race 7
7 - SKYWAY JEWEL was even two levels above this one two 
back, only missed by a length from the pocket the week after, 
and now bottoms out amid steadily improving staying efforts. 
Wide draw is her biggest obstacle here, but strong form is 
virtually unmatched by the others. Strong call. 5 - NOKO rallied 
to miss by just a half length at this level two back, and made 
decent ground from astern in a second-level race since. Class 
and post relief both can help her get back to within striking 
range. 4 - SWEET TALKIN GYPSY probably endured the 
toughest trip of anybody in this field in their last start, grinding 
uncovered to push the pace through the far turn and still 
holding third at this level. Give credit to that effort; can share 
again with a little bit of relief.

7 - I GET IT returns from Cleveland after weakening in his last, but 
he yielded much better results in previous Open II tries over the 
banked Northfield oval. He's 14-for-25 this year, and was an 
absolute force in the local Open ranks earlier this year. Lots to like 
on return. 4 - EMPIRE EARL N shipped in from New York last week 
and won well on debut in a high-level conditioned event. Expect 
stronger yet second out; draw does not hinder. 8 - URS IFU WANT 
IT won the faster — by a whole second — of last week's high-level 
conditioned trots, but had to overcome post 7 to clear. Another 
wide draw looms; how much early exertion can he stand over time? 
Beware underlay potential despite explosive current form.

Race 3 Race 8
2 - WATT A HARDT was outmatched by tougher fields at 
Northfield through November, but was a victim of traffic trouble 
and excess cover on more than one occasion in that stretch. 
Class and post relief await him on arrival. 1 - THIS TIME earned 
minors in three of five tries a level above this one, and pressed 
his way to second in his last outing at this class. Pole gives 
Merriman — who opts on — a number of options. 5 - RIVER 
VALLEY PEARL was even three back, passed tired foes two back, 
and rallied stoutly from last to second in the final quarter in his 
most recent outing. St. Louis stays with the 11-year-old amid 
recent improvement; can boost exotic value if trajectory 
continues in kind — even in this tougher group.

1 - LOVEM AND LIAM faced sustained pressure in a similar race 
last week, and battled gamely to protect third in what was the 
faster division of this class by over two seconds. Pole keeps her 
near the pace — where she's done her best work of late. 7 - 
RAVISHING VIRGIN sustained a first-over grind to win at this level 
last week, but we present two cautions: First, the division she won 
was significantly slower than Lovem And Liam's, and second, she's 
got a much tougher draw to try to overcome. No doubt she's 
capable, but be mindful of value. 4 - OOZIE'S BEACH GAL rallied 
off cover to just miss Ravishing Virgin last out, and she's worked her 
way into the ticket in three of her last four tries. Midpack draw 
enables tactical flexibility.

Race 6 Driver Selections
5 - CLASSIC PLAYTER was too far out of contention to threaten 
last week, but still chased decently enough to earn a third 
straight minor cheque at double-digit odds. Now, the 7-year-old 
drops effectively to his last winning level. Significant relief 
should serve to perk him right up. 2 - MAGGIE MAE TROT held 
off sustained pressure to beat N2L types two back, and more 
recently saved third on the rise to this class after leaving for 
position and being locked in up the far side. She won't have to 
work nearly as hard from this kinder draw. 8 - SKYWAY BEBOP 
re-rallied to save fourth after being shuffled to last in a high-level 
race over this course in October. This group is at least two levels 
easier; the wide draw will be her biggest hurdle. Can share with 
clear cover.

Race 1 
Jason Merriman: #5 over #1 
Kim Pluta: #4 over #8 

Race 3 
Jason Merriman: #1 over #7 
Tyler St. Louis: #5 over #3 

Race 4 
Justin Irvine: #8 over #2

Race 5 
Charles Taylor: #7 over #6 

Race 7 
Kim Pluta: #5 over #2 

Race 8 
Justin Irvine: #2 over #4 
Kody Massey: #3 over #7 
Tyler St. Louis: #1 over #8


